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refused also known as the refused is a swedish hardcore punk band originating from umeå and formed in 1991 refused is composed of vocalist
dennis lyxzén guitarist kristofer steen drummer david sandström and bassist magnus flagge official site for refused by using this website
you agree to our use of cookies we use cookies to provide you with a great experience and to help our website run effectively new noise by
refusedofficial from the album the shape of punk to come listen to the full album epita ph 4enxedm purchase and stream here frontman dennis
lyxzén talks exclusively to nme about the evolution and legacy of refused the state of punk and politics and what to expect from their
violent and radical new album war official music video by refusedtaken from the album songs to fan the flames of discontent 1996 startracks
lp shop startracks se follow refused of listen to the full album bit ly 3tzrjow the shape of punk to come by refusedofficial from the album
the shape of punk to come available now pu 60k followers 205 following 485 posts refused refused on instagram songs to fan the flames of
discontent 25th anniversary edition available for pre order now refused leftist swedish band of the 1990s whose hardcore attack laced with
punk and metal flourishes earned them a lasting legacy read full biography swedish rock band refused wasn t just ruminating about the
lasting impact of popular culture when it began its 1998 album the shape of punk to come with a lyric about classics never going out of
style it was also taking stock of its own turbulent existence which met an ignominious end later that year in front of 50 kids at a
basement he looks on as the players try to take the field but the marching band refused to yield there are almost as many theories for this
line as the single has sold copies more than three shoved into unheated buses on a winter dance party tour in 1959 holly tired of rattling
through the midwest with dirty clothes chartered a plane on feb 3 to fly from clear lake iowa to the marching band refused to yield may
represent the establishment the jester on the sidelines in a cast may refere to bob dylan who was responsible for many popular protest
songs and suffered a motorcycle accident in the 1960s the yardbirds were perfectionists with a reputation for their live sound so they
refused to release this subpar recording read more about it here the penultimate how many more days was barely performed live since its
release on the band s 1987 album except for 11 dates including four on the band s rock n roll caravan tour the gig was scheduled to be the
band s final festival show by gil kaufman beloved swedish punk rockers refused had to cancel their gig at stockholm s rosendal garden party
festival this weekend in the song american pie by don mclean there is the line and as the players tried to take the field the marching band
refused to yield do you recall what was revealed they day the on february 3 1959 an airplane carrying buddy holly j p richardson a k a the
big bopper and ritchie valens crashed in iowa signaling the proverbial end of a music era as for the rest of the lines there were plenty of
references but mclean refused to reveal what the american pie song s meaning was specifically refused is a swedish punk rock band
originating from umeå and formed in 1991 refused is composed of vocalist dennis lyxzén guitarist kristofer steen drummer david sandström
and bassist on february 3 1959 the music died when rising american rock and roll artists buddy holly ritchie valens and j p the big bopper
richardson were killed in a plane crash just minutes after june 13 2024 refused s dennis lyxzén rick kern wireimage refused have canceled a
show in sweden billed as their last festival date ever so that frontman dennis lyxzén can recover from
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refused wikipedia May 20 2024
refused also known as the refused is a swedish hardcore punk band originating from umeå and formed in 1991 refused is composed of vocalist
dennis lyxzén guitarist kristofer steen drummer david sandström and bassist magnus flagge

refused Apr 19 2024
official site for refused by using this website you agree to our use of cookies we use cookies to provide you with a great experience and
to help our website run effectively

refused new noise official video youtube Mar 18 2024
new noise by refusedofficial from the album the shape of punk to come listen to the full album epita ph 4enxedm purchase and stream here

exclusive refused in a world more fucked up than ever we Feb 17 2024
frontman dennis lyxzén talks exclusively to nme about the evolution and legacy of refused the state of punk and politics and what to expect
from their violent and radical new album war

refused rather be dead official video youtube Jan 16 2024
official music video by refusedtaken from the album songs to fan the flames of discontent 1996 startracks lp shop startracks se follow
refused of

refused the shape of punk to come full album stream Dec 15 2023
listen to the full album bit ly 3tzrjow the shape of punk to come by refusedofficial from the album the shape of punk to come available now
pu

refused refused instagram photos and videos Nov 14 2023
60k followers 205 following 485 posts refused refused on instagram songs to fan the flames of discontent 25th anniversary edition available
for pre order now
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refused songs albums reviews bio more a allmusic Oct 13 2023
refused leftist swedish band of the 1990s whose hardcore attack laced with punk and metal flourishes earned them a lasting legacy read full
biography

refused epitaph records Sep 12 2023
swedish rock band refused wasn t just ruminating about the lasting impact of popular culture when it began its 1998 album the shape of punk
to come with a lyric about classics never going out of style it was also taking stock of its own turbulent existence which met an
ignominious end later that year in front of 50 kids at a basement

what do american pie s lyrics mean bbc news Aug 11 2023
he looks on as the players try to take the field but the marching band refused to yield there are almost as many theories for this line as
the single has sold copies more than three

gloomy don mclean reveals meaning of american pie and Jul 10 2023
shoved into unheated buses on a winter dance party tour in 1959 holly tired of rattling through the midwest with dirty clothes chartered a
plane on feb 3 to fly from clear lake iowa to

american pie by don mclean songfacts Jun 09 2023
the marching band refused to yield may represent the establishment the jester on the sidelines in a cast may refere to bob dylan who was
responsible for many popular protest songs and suffered a motorcycle accident in the 1960s

the unheard yardbirds recording the band refused to release May 08 2023
the yardbirds were perfectionists with a reputation for their live sound so they refused to release this subpar recording read more about
it here
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the tom petty and the heartbreakers song the band refused to Apr 07 2023
the penultimate how many more days was barely performed live since its release on the band s 1987 album except for 11 dates including four
on the band s rock n roll caravan tour

refused cancel festival gig after singer dennis lyxzén s Mar 06 2023
the gig was scheduled to be the band s final festival show by gil kaufman beloved swedish punk rockers refused had to cancel their gig at
stockholm s rosendal garden party festival this weekend

what does this line in american pie mean letsrun com Feb 05 2023
in the song american pie by don mclean there is the line and as the players tried to take the field the marching band refused to yield do
you recall what was revealed they day the

meaning of american pie song lyrics full explanation Jan 04 2023
on february 3 1959 an airplane carrying buddy holly j p richardson a k a the big bopper and ritchie valens crashed in iowa signaling the
proverbial end of a music era as for the rest of the lines there were plenty of references but mclean refused to reveal what the american
pie song s meaning was specifically

refused youtube Dec 03 2022
refused is a swedish punk rock band originating from umeå and formed in 1991 refused is composed of vocalist dennis lyxzén guitarist
kristofer steen drummer david sandström and bassist

13 american pie song references revealed by don mclean the Nov 02 2022
on february 3 1959 the music died when rising american rock and roll artists buddy holly ritchie valens and j p the big bopper richardson
were killed in a plane crash just minutes after
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refused cancel reunion show after frontman has heart attack Oct 01 2022
june 13 2024 refused s dennis lyxzén rick kern wireimage refused have canceled a show in sweden billed as their last festival date ever so
that frontman dennis lyxzén can recover from
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